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Thameside West is a new development being 
brought forward by Keystone London, together 
with our partners at GLAP. We feel extremely 
lucky to be working on one of the greatest 
riverside projects in the greatest city in the 
world. However, it is also a site that is currently 
isolated; cut off from its natural environment.  
We want to change that.  

As custodians of this part of the capital, we are both full of enthusiasm and,  
just as importantly, a sense of responsibility to ensure we bring forward a project  
for the long-term benefit of everyone. This document explains what we have  
achieved to date, what we are seeking to do in the medium and long term,  
and some of the fantastic opportunities we are looking to deliver for the  
neighbourhood, for Newham, and for London.

Thameside West is a strategic project that will be delivered over the next  
10 to 15 years, which means there are children in the borough who could make  
a direct and meaningful contribution to its evolution and long-term management.  
To us, that is the most exciting aspect.

To date in partnership with This is Projekt Ltd, we have created mean time activity  
at The Silver Building, but we want to do more to add sustainability to the location.  
As developers, we have to look to the future – that is the nature of our job – but we will 
always have respect for the amazing history this part of London holds not just for the 
local community but also through its connections with the rest of the world.

We are not saying there will be no hurdles along the journey to project completion,  
but there will be no lack of energy, hard work and commitment to achieving a  
world class scheme in a world class location, which everyone can be proud of.

Max   Charles   Giles 
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Silver Building

Since opening on 2017, The Silver Building has become a home to scores of creative 
professionals, artists, makers and SMEs. It features over 40 studio and work spaces, 
a gallery, photographic studios and a café / bar.

Tenants include British Menswear Designer of the Year, Craig Green, renowned set 
designers. Block9 and Konstrukt Creative, fashion designer Liam Hodges, Silverspace 
Studios, Darkroom London and many more.

By providing genuinely affordable workspace, the building is now at 100% occupancy.

We have worked hard to build relationships within the local community by offering free 
space for charities, schools and colleges to host events and by curating a regular 
program of interesting cultural functions.

The Silver Building employees six local Newham based staff. And has created fi ve 
new positions for people who run our café / restaurant.

Over 60% of people who work in the building are Newham residents.

Some of our local community events / 
activations are listed below:

The Peoples Kitchen – A local charity that aims to bring people together, to turn food 
waste into Community Feasts and to share skills and stories. We provided the space for 
them to host a community event in the building. 

Local Schools – We have arranged tours for local schools including Eastlea Community 
School, to talk to students about the building and for them to see our tenants at work 
and to discuss future career options.

Exhibition Spaces for Universities - we have provided free space in our gallery for 
universities including: Camberwell University, Ravensbourne University, UAL and the 
RCA to host end of term exhibitions of students work. 

MIND / CALM at Silver – A charity event with free entry in aid of raising mental health 
awareness. Tenants/Local theatre group collaboration that was open for the public 
and community.

National Citizen Service Challenge (NCS) Working with NCS students, by giving them 
a tour of the building and showing them a different environment for the workplace. 
The students got the opportunity to do some screen printing, pitch a business idea 
to our General Manager and to see inside our tenants’ studios / workshops.  

Help Refugees UK - we held a large container in the yard of The Silver Building 
as an opportunity for locals to come and donate/volunteer and get involved.
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The Silver Building Summer Festival (Join the Docks) - A day of opening the building 
and studios giving the local community an opportunity to come and look around the 
space, meet the tenants and even take advantage of the free workshops available.  
(Family portraits, screen printing etc.)

Newham Word Festival - Because we’ve read  Conversations and collaborations held  
in the Silver bar for open discussion and talks. 

Easter Egg Hunt - Over the Easter holidays we held a free Easter hunt for parents and 
children to come along and explore the building while hunting for concrete eggs made 
from our in-house tenants Floating Concrete. 

Monthly Events

Darkroom London - Paint workshop - One of our in-house tenants hosts plate  
painting workshops in the bar/gallery space.

Stav B’s monthly pop up - The last Thursday of every month Stav B’s monthly pop  
up with a selective theme and drinks menu.

Jazz @ Silver - Monthly pop up Jazz nights with BTL Jazz. Different Jazz artists  
every month.

Comedy @ Silver - Working along side our tenants Max & Ivan we have our  
comedy evenings held in The Silver Building bar area.

Powerflush DJ’s - A local couple hosting a DJ night.
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